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PUBLICATIONS OFFICERS APPOINTED

On Tuesday, March 2, outgoing Colonnade editor Paula Arnold announced that Jocie Bridges, a Junior from Doraville, is the 1965 - 66 Colonnade editor and Linda Rogers, a Junior from Cairo, is the new business manager.

Spectrum editor, J. K. Smith, has just released the yearbook's new officers, Jan Baker, a Junior from Cedartown, will be the new editor of Spectrum and her business manager will be Ann Herrin.

All of these girls will take over their offices beginning Spring quarter.

Jocie Bridges

Linda Rogers, also an English major, has worked on Colonnade for two years as Reviews Editor and Feature Editor. She is a member of Literary Guild and serves as Parliamentarian for CCA. She plans to teach English for a few years, then attend graduate school. She would like to teach in Athens, Georgia, and perhaps in Europe sometime in the future.

She says of the Colonnade, "I hope that with the new machinery the Colonnade has purchased, we will be able to put out a taker looking paper that will appeal more to the students."

Jocie eventually plans to go to graduate school. After getting her AB in English from WC, she hopes to begin attending high school English Press Association, we also ant.

Ann Herrin

Jan Baker has worked on the Spectrum staff for two years, first as Organization Editor, then as Associate Editor. She is a member of Phi Sigma, SNEA, and Pi Gamma Mu. She has served as Master of Ceremonies for Phi Sigma and is the present Secretary of BCC. As a history major, she plans to attend graduate school and eventually teach in a college.

She says about Spectrum, "I am very excited and eager about next year. The Spectrum Staff will begin to make plans for the 1965-Spectrum next quarter."

HAPPY STUDYING
AND GOOD LUCK
ON EXAMS!

Alice Brannen Represents
WC In Glamour Contest

Alice Brannen, a senior from Register, Georgia, has been selected as the best-dressed girl on campus. She will represent Woman's College in Glamour magazine's "Best-dressed college girl" contest. Alice was chosen on the basis of her individuality in dress, neatness, poise, good posture, and good taste. The contest, sponsored by the Colonnade, was carried out through the dormitories and the day student organization. Each dorm and the day student organization awarded two and they are as follows: Terrell A. & Proper-Cheryl Wade and Geneva Reeves; Terrell B. & C.-Sherry Thomas and Laura Casey; Bell-Janice McCreary and Susan Maslow; Beeson-Jett Woodford and Doris Pastoli; Sanford—Margaret Drake and Linda Rowland; New Dorm—Ann Herrin and Sara Ann Geor; Eddie—Alice Brannen and Ella Carrard; and Day students—Therriy Hamil and Betty Bates.

Staff Members Attend GCPA Meetings

On February 26-27 six members of the Colonnade staff attended a meeting at the University of Georgia to organize the Georgia College Press Association. The six representatives were Paula Arnold, Linda Rogers, Linda McFarland, Carole Rowden, Ann Bruce, and Jocie Bridges.

Carole Rowden and Jocie Bridges, the two official Colonnade delegates, attended the first meeting in the series—an awards banquet held Friday night at the new Center for Continuing Education. Dean John Greenway of the University's Henry Grady School of Journalism was toastmaster and awarded the five-year awards to some of Georgia's leading college journalists. The main speaker was Mr. Jim Goldens, president of Ford Motor Company and the Georgia Chamber of Commerce who announced that a five hundred dollar scholarship for studying Journalism would be presented for the best editorial on the importance of private enterprise in America. He stressed the fact that only a small percentage of high school pupils in Georgia take a course in economics and only a slightly higher number have any idea how private enterprise operates. He ended by saying that it is our duty as Americans to see that our children are brought up to realize the part of private enterprise in a democracy such as ours.

Cont. on page 4

I'm an Italian girl, born in Naples but living in Venice. I'm very much interested in your country and I'd like very much to correspond with a girl student of your college. Is it possible? I hope so. I like music, art, literature, politics. I hope you'll accept our students if there is a girl who would like to write me regularly.

Thanking you in anticipation,

Very truly yours,

Line Magione

Calle"Dell'Ode 15

Murano

Venice

Italy
Editorials
To Be Continued
By Paula Arnold
Editor
When a job is done it is not necessarily finished. The responsibilities lie in the past, in the quarter, a final meeting or a final paper because that person must evaluate her time, her teaching, her course, her interaction, and her personal contact with the group and try to reflect the attitudes with future objectives that might come from this. There are probably many of us at this time who are in the process of evaluating our performance and who wish for a decomposition of the coming term. Settings of this kind have increased among young people. I would like to give some special credit where it is due. In this case, there were always some dedicated teachers who have held their charges with a constant support and genuine word to help us improve the College. And third, there are the students who have come enough to want a second paper when it was discontinued.
The paper is growing—of course it will make mistakes—and it is stirring, through those who produce it, in the school newspaper worthy of attention and pride. Josie Bridges, the new editor, has a lot working for her end with her contributions. I, for one, think she will achieve this goal of thepaper.
VIsta Work Offers Opportunities

VISTA, part of the Office of Economic Opportunity which was created by President Johnson to wage the war against poverty, offers an opportunity for dedicated American citizens to serve their country at home.

A college student 18 years of age or older who is living in the United States may apply. Married persons are eligible only if both husband and wife apply together and both qualify. The period of service is one year, including a four to six week training program. Applications are not being accepted for part-time or summer services. Qualification may be extended for two additional periods for a total of three years.

The training program, directed towards the needs of the job and location, will stress service field experience, the application of substantial skills, discussion of the nature and causes of poverty, and the ability to work with individuals, small groups, and communities.

Volunteer assignments will call for a great variety of skills, trades and professions. Work available in rural and urban areas is for college graduates or immigrant worker communities. Indian reservations, hospitals, schools, and institutions for the mentally ill and retarded. These work areas are located in the states of the fifty states. The District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and the U.S. Territories are available. An applicant may express area and assignment preference.

Volunteers will receive allowances to meet necessary living expenses, medical and dental expenses, but will not receive a salary. However, upon completion of service volunteers will receive $30 for each month of service. To apply, pick up and fill out an application from Dean De Coligny's office.

Staff Members at Meet

Continued from page 1

The climax of the evening was the presentation of awards to college newspapers for best coverage, features, and color layout for the best editorial articles in these areas.

Volunteers Georgia magazine, the West Georgia, and the Georgia Alumnus were awarded for the best college division within their respective state and college division while the Columbus College and the Columbus College Saber took first honors in the junior college category.

Saturday morning began at the final day of the activities. In his address following the breakfast, Governor Carl Sanders emphasized the need for government sources of news to be open to the press and professional that significant steps had been taken in Georgia in that direction.

At ten of the clock same morning the delegates conferred a panel of Georgia newspapermen and college newspaper advisors with questions and problems facing college news publications. Some of the issues discussed were whether an editorial should reflect the opinion of the students or that of the editor, whether the editor has a duty to present the image of its school, and what measures should be taken in cases of intimidation of staff members by faculty members or other students. According to Coligny representatives, the meeting was a disappointment, as reasoning limited to lack of basic understanding of the newspaper function on the part of a few of the college participants, the irrelevancy of maintaining the contributions, and the general ineptitude of the discussion.

Following the discussion a proposal was submitted to the group a 50% cause of twelve colleges and was passed. The proposal concerned the following provisions: that the Georgia College Press Association be formed as a subsidiary of the Georgia Press Association, that a steering committee be appointed containing one representative from each of the colleges scattered throughout the state (Georgia State College, North Georgia College, Mercer University, Valdosta State College, Columbus College, and Augusta College) with Bobby Neat of Georgia State as chairman, and that copies of the proposal be sent to all schoolsrepresented at the meeting.

The Association plans to hold all meeting in the spring by which time it is hoped that the constitution will have been adopted and ratified. This meeting will take place in Atlanta with Georgia State on home ground. Georgia Tech will provide entertainment by securing tickets to a concert on the campus for all the delegates.

The final feature of the weekend was a luncheon also held at the Center with Lee Rogers, Director of Public Relations for the Martelena Branch of Lockhead, as speaker...

MARCH 5, 1965

Final Exam Schedule

Winter Quarter, 1965

Saturday - March 15, 1965
2:00 - 4:00 Mathematics 100

Note: This work is Friday Night and Saturday morning for study.

Monday - March 15, 1965
8:30 - 10:30 Health 100
11:00 - 1:00 First Period Classes
2:00 - 4:00 Sociology 10
Political Science 10

Tuesday - March 16, 1965
8:30 - 10:30 Second Period Classes
1:00 - 3:00 English 101
3:00 - 4:00 Sixth Period Classes
4:00 - 6:00 Physical Science 103

Wednesday - March 17, 1965
8:30 - 10:30 Third Period Classes
1:00 - 3:00 Fourth Period Classes
2:00 - 4:00 Fifth Period Classes

Dr. Sneed Represents WC

Thirty-five university and college administrators attended the 10th annual Conference on Inter-Relation- ships at the Merrill-Palmer Institute in Detroit, Michigan. This seminar was held on February 22-24. Dr. Ruth Sneed, Chairman of the Department of Home Economics, represented the Woman's College of Georgia.

The administrators were representatives of some of the more than 400 institutions of higher learning associated with Merrill-Palmer, included in the group were vice-presidents, deans, and department chairs. During the three-day conference, they attended seminars led by members of the Merrill-Palmer faculty, observed classes and other programs of the Institute and visited with students from their respective schools who were currently enrolled.

More than 300 undergraduates and graduate students leave their "home" campuses each year to take intensive courses in human development and family life at Merrill-Palmer. Upon completion of this work, they return to their universities and colleges for further study.

Dr. Sneed represents WC...